Proof Range Site Map
The numbered buildings are those believed to have
been used on the proof range site in the First World
War. The only buildings that existed on site before
the war were the Bungalow and Cottages (11).
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Operating a Gun Proof Range required a significant
number of buildings and a range of facilities.
Therefore, as well as the gun testing buildings
in the quarry, the Bilberry Hill site would have
needed offices, latrines, accommodation, a canteen,
workshops, etc.
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The

Bilberry Hill
Gun Proof Range
L ickey H ills Country Park

No documentary evidence of the use of the buildings
has been found. The uses attributed here are based
on evidence of other proof range sites coupled with
anecdotal evidence.
There is a site information board near the Visitor
Centre with more information on the buildings.
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Demolished

Bungalow

Engine House (now School Room)
Mess Room
3 Toilet Block
Magazine (remains) 5 Bunker
Proof Butts
7 Pump House
Guard Room
9 Brick Building
Barrack Hut
11 Bungalow & Cottages
Brick building
13 Wooden Building
Wooden Building
15 Unknown Building
Brick Building

While it is not possible to visit the quarry area except
on Open Days or by special arrangement, buildings
1, 2 and 3 are close to the Visitor Centre and free to
view.
Where is the site?
– The Visitor Centre
Lickey Hills Country Park
Warren Lane, Lickey, Birmingham B45 8ER
Open daily from 10am.
Details: birmingham.gov.uk/lickeyhills.
The Visitor Centre is located to the right of building 3
and just below building 11 on the Site Plan.

Photograph courtesy of Ruth Roberts, dated 22nd August 1918

There are buildings near the Visitor Centre in the
Lickey Hills Country Park that date from the First World
War. They are an unusual, possibly unique, collection,
consisting of two proof butts for testing field guns,
a partially demolished magazine, two brick buildings
and a toilet block. There were other buildings since
lost – including a bunker, a pump house, a guard
room and a barrack hut.
These buildings were part of the Bilberry Hill Gun
Proof Range which was built towards the end of the
War, in late 1917 and early 1918.
For more information visit:
www.facebook.com/LickeyHillsWW1/
and
www.thelickeyhills.uk
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The gun testing took place in the Bilberry Hill quarry, using the natural protection of the rock face. This range was originally built to carry out proof tests on field guns
(4.5” howitzers) and 18-pdr gun carriages that had been brought back from the Front for repair at the nearby Austin Motor Company factory in Longbridge.
This is an artist’s impression of how the proof range might have looked and operated in the First World War.

Along the back of the quarry was a high
concrete wall. This supported the gantries
and prevented displaced quarry rocks from
landing on the range.
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Gun barrels were lifted onto a
gantry by means of a hand crane and
lowered onto the gun carriages.
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Proof shells were kept in the main store of
the magazine.
3 A separate small store held the detonators.
4 The concrete ‘dog-leg’ entrance to contain
any blast in the event of an explosion.
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Those testing the field gun, loaded with the
proof shell, retreated into the bunker for safety.
8 The gun was then fired by remote detonation
from the bunker into one of the two large
concrete proof butts.
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The field guns and carriages were brought
to the range from the Austin Motor Company,
probably on lorries built at the factory.
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The after-proof gun examination was
conducted by qualified military or civilian
inspectors. If it survived without damage it
was given a Proof Mark.
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The Proof process tests a gun using an overcharged cartridge, or Proof Load, which is fired through the gun in a testing range. This exposes it to pressures greater
than it would normally experience and reveals any weakness. At the Bilberry Hill Proof range, both civilians and soldiers were involved in the process.
The proof procedure was largely managed by civilians, whilst the field guns were handled by experienced soldiers from the Royal Garrison Artillery.

